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I • ABS'I RAC'I' 

The ground state polarization was deter~ined for u--mesons 

·stopping in nuclear spin zero targets of liquid helium, liquid argon, 

and carbon~ A precessional technique was employed, allowing (u - e) 

decay anisotropy to be observed in terms of the sinusoidally modulated 

decay distribution 

-~ t -N0 e T ( 1 + A cos <wt - cp ) ] + 00 

An anaiysis of the data over one or more precession cycles was made by 

means of a.least-squares procedure, with the results being corrected 

for ihe finite geomeiry used. In contrast to carbon, which under dif

ferent ,condi tiona yielded asymmetry coefficients I· Of a = - 0.0~2 ~ .004 

and a = - 0.040 ~ .010, both helium and argon demonstrated &Bymmetry 

va1ues consistent with total depolarization. This.indicates a deviation 

from the pattern of large asymmetry established in a nuinber of other 

spin zero nuclei • 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

By 1949 the weak processes of beta decay (n ~ p + e + v ) 0 

muon decay <u-- e- + v + v>. and muon capture (u- + p- n + v> were. 

sufficiently identified to suggest that a common interaction mechanism 

was involved. 
. . 1 

1'iomno and Wheeler, working from cloud chamber evidence 

of cosmic ray muons, were the first to formulate a relationship between 

the three with their hypothesis of a universal Fermi interaction (UFI). 

While successful in demonstrating a· near equality of coupling strengths, 

this proposal was still little more than an extension of Fermi's original 

beta theory, 2 and as. sUch was incapable of resolving the final form or 

structure of the interaction. Of course beta .decay selection rules were 

in evidence, with some transitions being classified as Fermi (S,V) and 

others as Gamow-Teller (T ,A) interactions~ But for the most part further 

progre~s in unraveling the lepton-nucleon four .fermion interactions was 

impeded by the overabundance of possible coupling schemes arising from 

combinations of Scalar. 0 Vector, 1·ensor, Axial-vector, and Psuedoscalar 

interaction terms. 

The first step toward resolving this matter was indirectly taken 

3 in 1957 by tee and Yang whose review of reflection symmetry evidence led 

to·the sudden demise of parity conservation for weak interaction theory, 

4 
and subsequently to the restoration of the two component neutrino theory • 

5 Feynman and Gell-Mann , carrying this last idea further, considered a 

single vertex coUpling of four ~ermlons with interaction form: 

(1) 
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2 

where not only the neutrino but all particle wave functions ~k {k = 1,2,3,4) 

are left hand selected by the helicity projection operator a _ !<1 + y5 ). 

As a result of this approach only the Vector and Axia~vector members of 

the Dirac operator family Oi survive, these appearing with equal weight, 

but undetermined relative sign, in a pure leptonic process such as muon 

decay. Experiment has since removed this last ambiguity, yielding V-A in 

a study of electron-neutrino asymmetry about the spin direction of the beta 

. 6 
active neutron. Thus with the exception of nucleon renormalization of the 

Axial-vector contrlbution,' which provides g(A) I g(V)- 1.2 for both beta 

decay ~nd muori capture, ~he three leptcnjc interactions are considered 

symmetrically accounted for by the forms: 

Hint (a- decay) 

and, 

(A) 
gB . . 
--m y5) 'i'n] 
ga 

(2a) 

(A) 
g ·-r 

Jiint (u -capture) -~ Ys> 
g 
u 

(2c) 

these following directly from eq. (1) in accordance with the UFI hypothesis, 

. . ·. 
parity nonconservation, and evidence for a V-A interaction. 

A more descriptive approach to the above interaction forms ip-

5 volves. the definition of a parity violating weak "current" 

Interacting with itself, possibly through a charge carrying intermediate 

(3) 
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vector boson, this "current" produces the hamiltonian 

t 
Hint = g J A • J A . ( 4) 

From this general form comes the various modes of strangeness - conserving 

. weak interactions. some as yet unobserved. Muon decay of eq. ·(2b), for 

example, can be recognized as the term 

t 
Hint <u- decay) = g J A· ( ve • e) • J A ( vu, u) (5) 

rcontrolling either diagram (a) or (b) below: 

e 

8 --
u 

a) Direct Coupling b) Boson Exchange Coupling 

8 
In keeping with recept high ener~y neutrino results we have made ex-

plicit in JA the dis~i~ction between muon neutrinos vu and electron 

neutrinos Ve• In this way the theory both assures the familiar censer-

vation o·f leptons <u -, e-, v) and the more specific conservation of 

·. 9 
mu-leptons (u-, 'U) .• 

Enlisting the aid of the well known Fermi coupling constant 

(V) 14 5 . . 
ga of 0 decay, Feynman and Gell-1\.Yann calculated the U fetime of 

the fr~e muon in terms of their (V,A) prescription. The agreement with 

the experimental u·fetime value was found to be of a high order, higher 

in fact than one should expect from the UFI theory considering the 
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likelihood of the renormalization of g~V) under strong forces. Electro

dyn·amics has shown a capacity to maintain i.nvariant its charge coupling 

e during the virtual decomposition process p ~ n + ~. In kind then, we 

might imagine for weak nucleon interactions a transfer of weak vector 

current coupling from neutron to pion during the virtual process n ~ p + TT • 

Such a conserved vector current (eve) hypothesis recei.ves strong support 

from the fact that the free pion exhibits beta activity in agreement with 

the predicted ~ranching ratio~ 

~+ (TTo + e+ + v) 
n = \r+ (u+ + v) 

On the basis of 52 beta events Depommier, Heintze, Rubbia, and SoergE'l 

+ 10 
.have obtained Rexp. = (1.08- 0.21) x Revc 

Further tests of the eve theory follow from a careful inspection 

of the. pion's role in the interaction hamiltonians oJ beta decay and muon 

capture.· Here ~eak activity of the virtual pion is. expected to appear as 

higher order correction terms to the main vector and axial-vector contri-

butions. Anticipated are the following: 

(a) Vector Term 

1·o ihe familiar process of direct vector coupling would be added 

a two pion intermediate state of the type diagrammed below for muon capture. 

n v 

p u 

This would account for a ~onserved vector current at low momenta (beta 

decay), and exhibit a slight form factor dependence.at ·higher momenta 
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(muon capture). 
(V) (V) 

Calculation indicates gu = .97 ga assuming Univer-

saUty • 

. (b) Effective Tensor Term 

The same two pion state would also be responsible· for an induced 

li th k t J (V)( - ) tensor coup ng to e wea curran u , v • Referred to as "weak 

magnetism" this has· been carried over from electrodynamics as the weak 

interaction counterpart of anomalous magnetic moment coupling. Here cal-

(M) (V) 
culation indicates ~ = 3. 7 ~ · .• 

(c) Axial-Vector Term 

The main axial-vector contribution is almost unaffec.ted by pion 

cioud correction. For the record, nevertheless, we note a possi'ble three· 

g (A)= .99.9 (A) pion intermediate state for which calculation predicts u ga 

(d) Effective l'seudoscatar Term 'j 
I, 

A final modification to the muon capture interaction is expected 

from.the single pion intermediate state. Diagrammed below, this takes the 

f f i d d d 1 t ith li g
(P) __ 

8 
(A) 11 

orm o an n uce pseu osca ar erm w coup ng u ge • 

n v 

p 

Since these pionic renormalizations are all of a higher order, 

a great deal of care and attention must be given to any experiment designed. 

with them in mind. The best example of this was recently provided by the 

beta decay work of tee, Mo, and Wu,
12 

in which "weak magnetism" effects 
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12 12. were looked for as spectral distortions in the Kurie plots of B and N • 

13 14 Proposed by Gell-Mann and later calculated by Gell-Mann and Berman, 

this experiment gave convincing evidence of interferonce between·the second-

order vector current and the allowed term of the axial vector interaction. 

For muon capture the experimental evidence regarding correction 

diagrams, while more extensive, is.decidedly less convincing. Consider 

f1 rst the theoreti.ca lly simple process of capture in hydrogen, 

u +p-on+v 

Here attempts to extract coupling correction information from the total 

capture probability have been arrested by the foliowing discropancy 

between calculation and experiment: 

Source Capture Rate A.c 

Calculation of Ac (ortho p IJ p) 
(15) 

560 -1 sec 

Chicago (Bubble Chamber) (16) 
428 + 85 -

CEF.N (Bubble Chamber) (17) 
450 ± 50 

Columbia (Counters) (18) 
476 + 40 

Given a better understanding of p u p and p u d molecular for~ation in 

liquid hydrogen, however, this difference should hopefully disappear; 

allowing a clear measure of Primakoff's effective coupling constants 

In more complex nuclear systems the capture process, for the 

most part, holds little promise of fundamental interpretation due to 

large uncertainties in the nuclear wave functions (a perplexing number 
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of highly excited final states are ener~etically posslble with Q- !m )~ 
' u 

Exceptions are available, nonetheless, in the form of captures leading 

to identifiable fina 1 states. Muon capture on helium-3 via an ionizing 

triton channel 

- 3 3 u + Ho .... H + v (7) 

is possibly the most important example of selective capture; having been 

carefully observed as a monoenergetic recoil and reliably calculated with 

the aid of the a-active triton. Gathered for comparison these results 

show the foliowing agreement: 

Source Capture Rate Ac 
3 H3) (He .... 

Calculation by Wolfenstein 
(20) 

1450 ± 10% 
-1 

sec 

Dubna (Diffusion Cloud Chamber) 
(21) 

1410 ± 140 

Berkeley (Gas Counter) 
(22) 

1520 ± 50 

Carnegie Tech (Gas Counter) 
(23) 

1470 + 67 -

A second example of some significance would be muon absorption in carbon-12, 

(8) 

where final state considerations are restricted to the a-active ground 

state of boron-12. Deing a o+ .... o+ transition this· has been· analyzed as· 

a Gamow-Teller type interaction and found to favor an induced pseudoscalar 

correction of positive s_ign relative to the axia 1-vector constant ,.(A) ou 

(P) (A) . 24 
In other words g = -8 g appears unlikely. 

u u 

Of more current interest is the coupling sensitive observation 

of parity violating effects in muon capture. These include angular dis-

tribution asymmetry of direct emission neutrons; circular polarization of 
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radtative capture internal brehmstrahlung and angular distribution asymm'etry 

of the same capture-correlated radiation. For our purposes it will suffice 

to consider the first of these. 
21 

Calculation based upon a V-A interaction 

with eve renorma Uzation predicts for the neutron of hydrogen muon capture 

an angular distribution of the form 

W<8nu) = 1 + Pu ~H cos Snu (9) 

Here Pu is the residual polarization of the muon at time of· capture, Cl'JI is 

the intrinsic asymmetry parameter for the hydrogen capture process, and 

enu is the angle defined by the momentum direction of the neutron and the 

polarization of the muon. The physics of the situation is of course con-

tained in the coefficient on which depends upon the coupling constants of 

the interaction in such a way as to provide a sensitive test for the pseudo-

. . . (P) 
scalar contribution g · • 

u 
Unfortunat~ly total depolarization of the muon 

-· 25 
occurs in hydrogen due to the cooperative influences of (1) a ground state 

hyperfine structure and (2) an atomic shuffling of the muon among protons 

prior to cap.ture. Among certain complex nuclei of zero spin, on the other 

26 
hand, there is evidence for a 17% retention of muon ·polarization • For 

such systems the neutron distribution takes the form 
27 

(10) 

where allowance is made by Pn for the isotropic boil off of low energy 

neutrons from the compound nucleus, and by Py for the associated background 

of y-rays. The factor J accounts for a lessening of neutron asymmetry due 

to di.rect neutron-residua 1 nucleus interaction and parameter a for an 

intrinsic .asymmetry which differs only a few percent from the hydrogen 

value au• So far neutron anisotropy has been investigated for spin ~ero s. 
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Mg, and Ca. Of considcrRhle interest is the fact 1hat when combined these 

results specify an average asymmetry value of<~>= -0.92 ± 0.19, more 

than twice the expected value of ~th = -0.41. Attempts to explain 
eor. 

this discrepancy have mostly dealt with coupling constant adjustments, 

(P)/ (;\) 
typical of which is the sug~ested fit r;, fil > 20. 

" This interpr~tation, however, is but one possibility. Another 

approach would be to question our knowledge of 1 he various !'JUClear factors 

entering eq. (10). 
4 As the simplest of sp.in zero systems, Jte appears the 

perfect target for an accurate estimate of factors Pn• Py• and 6· All 

that's required experimentally is sufficient residual muon polarization 

Pu, on the order of magnitude of other zero spin. nuclei. This is deter-

·mined most conveniently in an asymmetry measurement of the muon's decay 

. angular distribution 

( 11) 

where.ae = - 1/3 in an integration over the electron energy spectrum 

and Seu is the angle between electron trajectory and muon spin axis. It 

is assumed in this decay distribution as well as in neutron distribution 

forms (9) and (10) that. muon beam polarization ts·lOO"/o, this in accordance 

with arguments given in Section Ill. Such an electron asymmetry experiment 

has alre~dy been attempted in liquid.helium, providing uncertain evidence 

f d i 3 +_. ~ 28 or strong epolar zation, namely Pu = 7. 5.5~. Too small a value 

4 
~ould jeopardize both the lie muon capture asymmetry experiment and a 

3 29 
recently proposed He capture, triton recoil asymmetry measurement for 

which additional depolarization is expected becau~e ·of hyperfine coupling. 

For this reason we have undertaken a careful determination of muon 
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depolarization in liquid helium-4 employing the standard muon precession 

technique t~ observe asymmetry. Other spin ze~o targets included in this 

study are carbon and liquid argon. 

Defoi·e proceedin~ to experimental detail it would appear the 

better course to identify as early as possible the various atomic mechanlsms 

·commonly held responsible for the depolarization of the muon. Consider a 

typicai negative muon arriving. with reduced energy and unaffected total 

polarization in the vicinity of a target atom. The first dis~upti6n of 

spin orientation occurs with the ~uon's atomic capture via an Auger process 

to a highly excited Bohr orbit of n- 1~. · From here the particle begins a 

rapid cascade to the K shell initially favoring loss of energy through 

further Auger events ( ~n ~ 1, ~f. = 1) and subsequently completing the 

descent in a series of radiative dipole transitions ( ~n =·max, ~f. = 1). 

Alo~g the way· the .lltuon 's spin is randomly flipped under magnetic influences 

ariSing f.roni the sp'in'•orbit coupling of the muon and the shell motion of 

neighboring electrons. This latter influence is actually ot consequence 

only for the ground state level where the muon must await decay or nuclear 

capture subject to ·the characteristic disappea.r:-ance rate, AT ·= A0 + Ac· 
. . 30 31 

Calculations ' for spin zero nuclei lend support to this description of 

depolarizatiori activity, matching within experimental limits the results 

26 . 
obtained by Ignatenko et al, namely: Pu = 15 ± 4~ for C, 0, and S; 

Pu = 19 ± 7% for Mgt Zn I Cd I and Pb. For nuclei of spin I = ! t such as 

II' and ne3 , the hyperfine interaction I • Su should cut the residual 

polarization figure yet another "factor of two, assuming a statistical 

32 
population of hyperfine levels. 
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Although depolarization is also ohserv~d for positive muons 

33 . 
stopping in·condensed matter, the preceding interpretation cannot apply. 

Simply put, the posi t1 ve particle is excluded from the vicinity of the 

repulsive nucleus, and so must either remain free, subject only to stray 

magnetic fields, or else undergo hyparfine depolarization in the formation 

of muonium (u+ e-). Clear evidence for the first of these possibilities 

34 
is provided by the asymmetry measurement of Bardon in bromoform for which· 

depolarization is absent; equally clear is the example of muonium formation 

in argon gas where almost 100% for·mati.on occurs. For most other materials, 

however, the description must take a more complicated form • 

.. :· 
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III. EXPERIMENT 

A; Genera 1 1\lethod 

In order to measure the angular distribution of decay electrons 

4 
for u--mesons stopping in He , we applied the technique of spin precession. 

Figure 1 shows schematically the experimental configuration employed for 

this purpose. Focal point for beam activity centered on target volume 3, 

a liquid helium scintillation counter of cylindrical design and average 

sensitive thickness g 2 = 0.6 g/cm • Polarized muons were momentum selected 

and channeled throuv,h a 4" by 4" aperture in a concrete shielding wall, 

on line with monitor counters 1 and 2. Moderated in a copper absorber 

and further defined by a lead collimator of 2~" by 2!" aperture, a fraction 

of these were brought to rest in helium. Each satisfied the muon-stop 

-
counter requirement. (1234). Subject to a uniform f!'lagnetic field the 

muon arrived in the ground state where it began to process, its spin 

confined to the plane of the diagram. This motion is described by the 

equation 

-

dS 
dt = W X 

where S represents· the expectation value for the muon spin variable, w 

is the precessi-on frequency, and u i-s the muon magnetic moment of 

e gy.romagnetic ratio g -= 2 given by the expression g -
2 

- s. The counter 
"\JC 

cone (56) stood in the plane of precession awaiting the muon-associated 

electron. Helmholtz coils encircled the counter ar~ay, canc~lling a 

cyclotron fringing field of approximately 6 gauss. In this way we. insured 

a constant frequency of 1.22 cycles,Lsec for either sense of the precession 

field. 
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A time interval measur·ement was begun with each muon stop puls·e. 

l\ gate was opened by (1234) and closed either by a (56) event, if avail-

able, or by an artificial pulse generated 8 usee after the muon stop. 

Sea led with a 20 Me/sec oscillator, each time interva 1 result was stored 

tn the memory of a 256 channel analyzer. For muons decaying asymmetrically 

in a precession field the time S?ectrum of electrons, as observed with a 

fixed counter telescope and displayed by the pulse height analyzer, should 

be given by the expression 

-x,.t -N(t) = N0 e ·'[1 +A cos (wt- cp>] + D0 

where AT·iS the total muon disappearance rate, A the observed asymmetry 

coefficient, w the precession frequency, ~an observed phase angle, and 

B
0

· the random background level. In terms of this function a least-squares 

fit to the data was made and the unknown parameters obtained. The following 

sections will examine this procedure and consider the results in corrected 

form •. · 

B. Beam Selection 

The avaiiability of muon beams approaching 100% longitudinal 

polarization is one of the more familiar consequences of parity violation. 

Originating from the free decay of the pion according to the weak process 

rr-- u- + ~ <rr+ - u+ + v) the negative (positive) muon has been fo·und to 

be a right- (left) handed particle in the pi on rest system. l\:ost experimen-

tal groups engaged :i.n muon precession work have used those muons emitted 

forward along the beam direction since the pions can then be totally 

absorbed from the heam before the tar~et. We chose instead muons emitted 

backward. to the beam direction. The reason for doinr, so is sugr,ested by 
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Fig. 2 which depicts monitor counting rate versus bending magnet current 

(or particle momentum) •. Muons of lowest momentum are well separated from 

the pion peak and clearly distinguished in terms of "plateau edge" for 

0 the large bending angle of 60 • The relative position of "plateau edge" 

to pion peak is kinematically consistent with such a descri~tion. Properly 

utilized a clean beam of backward polarized muons should be available.· 

Transforming this backward beam to the laboratory system 

reverses the helicity bf the muonj providing left-handed·u~and right-handed 

u+ at the target. This can be checked with the help of the phase angle ' 

which by definition corres.ponds to the angle between beam polarization 

and the fixed decay telescope. This was done; results and the interpre-

tation of the same are given in Section V. 

A differential ran~e curve of negative muons stopping in the 

helium counter is given by Fig. 3. As the thickness of copper absorber 

was varied the number of (1234) events was scaled for a fixed monitor 

count. Allowing for the additional moderation of the beam in the plastic 

counters l and 2, and the front wall of. the target dewar, this stopping 

distribution·shows that muons of 50 MeV were brought to rest in the helium. 

The technique of beam stretching was employed to red~ce the 

random background level associated with too high an instantaneous beam 

rate. In the course of the experiment this took two forms. The first· of 

these saw service for the bulk of the run and involved a two target 

arrangement for the interception of each proton burst. A rotating target 

synchronized to the repetition rate of the cyclotron made a slow pass 

through the beam parked at the same radius. This required a time spanning· 
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many orbits, and sca{tered protons evenly orito a fixed beryllium target 

which was located further down-stream, 1/2" below the midplane. Deam 

structure, as evidenced by the monitor counters, underwent a debunching 

which involved. about 601o of the beam. 

The second stretching devic~ was develofled by Dr. Arata 

Suzuki at this laboratory. It consisted of an auxiliary Dee structure 

positioned upstream from a fixed graphite target. As the beam expanded 

to pass within the sector, the machi.ne RF was cut, leaving the protons 

just short of target radius~ A noise modulated radio frequency signal 

was then appUed to th~ device for the duration of the OFF signal. For 

protons of the proper phase this provided an acceleration to target 

radius. W.i th careful adjustment, up to 7f1'/o of the beam reaching the 

experimental area appeared as stretched beam. 

C. Target Assembly 

l. Helium Counter 

The feasibility of developing a liquid helium scintillation 

counter was demo~strated as recently as 1959~ 36 Since that time the 

. emphasis has .remained upon ·development, with applications appearing few 

37 
and· far between • We undertook our own development program, believing 

that much in the way of further counter performance was possible. As 

38 reported jn the Review of Scientific Instruments , this proved to be 

the case • 
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The experimental dewar was a modification of a standard model 

from llofnian Cryor,;enic"s. It is shown schematically in Fig. 4 tofjether 

with suppo.rtinr; vacuum networl< and equipment. The tarr;et was a particle-

sensitive volume of 2~" diameter by 4" height centrally located in the 

·tail section of a 1.0-liter capacity helium reservoir. Surrounding this 

reservoir across a vacuum cap, but removed well above the target tail, 

was a liquid nit ror.;en jacl<et. A removable heat shield of thin-walled 

construction extended liquid nitrop,"en cooling from this bath, down. about 

the helium target. This desi~n provided the necessary thermal insulation 

for liquid helium without introducing low Z nitrogen to the beam. 

Scintillations occurrin~ in the tar~et volume were viewed 

from below by~ photomultiplier throuf!,h a l/8 inch-thick sapphjre window. 

Jt can be noted from Fig. 5, an enlargement of the area about the sensi-

tive volume, that neither a light pipe nor.a thermal window was used 

between the helium window and the phototube. Instead the tube was brought 

0 
within 2 rom of the target window, and its temperature lowered to -150 K 

through thermal contact with the copper nitrogen tail. A fine spun copper 

wool tir;htly wrapped in layers about the glass envelope of the phototube 

served as the conductive path. This arrangement benefited counter operation 

in three ways: ( l) the li~ht collection efficiency of the detector system 

was im~roved with the removal of intermediate optical devices, (2) th~ 

gain of the phototube increased 401o from room temperature level due to 

cooling (ari unexpected bonus), and (3) radiant heat influx from below 

was sufficiently diminished to limit the helium loss rate to 150 cc/hr • 

The r}hototube capable of this cryogenic operation was an El\!1 9558QA 

featuring tri-alkalide photosensitivity, venetian-blind dynode structure, 
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and a quartz seal at the photocathode. It stood on thermal insulating 

stilts of thin-walled stainless tubi~g, and operated in the vacuum common 

to the rest of the dewar. A vacuum seal.led interdynode voltages through 

the bottom basi! plat:e from a resistor chain in the atmosphere below. 

Access to the inside of the target cylinder was pr·ovided by an 

indium solder joint. Counter sensitivity was limited to a volume defined 

by a removable ltner-iid combination of 2 mil thick, high polish aluminum, 

the interior of which received a spraying of 5 mg/cm2 of Tygon-ZnO 

reflector paint followed by ari evaporation coating .of 100 ug/cm2 of p, p' 

diphenylstilbene (DPS). · This liner matched the inner contour of the. 
. 2 

helium tail and terminated at the sap~hire window where 25 ug/cm of DPS 

conditioned the inner surface. Use of such an organic fluorescent layer 

was essential to the counter's operation. Calibration tests had shown 

DPS unmatched by other materials in the task of waveshifting the hard 

ultraviolet of liquid helium emission to a frequency compatible with photo-

multiplier response. For the liner in question a pulse height nonuniformity 

of 34% was observed along the center axis from the window to the ltd of 

the sensitive volume, a factor a~tually of little significance to the role 

of the coun1.er in this experiment. The source probe used for this measure-

210 
ment was a ~.3 MeV Po. alpha emitter. Rated at 100 cps, it was with-

drawn to the top of the liner for ·the duration of the precession run. 

So far only liquid heU um has been mentioned as target material. 

Other materials used in the course of the experiment were: l) liquid 

argon, 2) ~ cylinder of graphite, and 3) a thin graphite slab. The 

first of these required no modification of counter arrangement since argon, 

like helium, is a noble liquid scintillant. 1'he other two, however, 
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rendered the target area insensitive and nec~ssitated the operation of a 

3' plastic counter just before the dewar wall. A muon stop was t.hen 
,_ 

spelled (1234). For calibration purposes the graphite cylinder was shaped 

to fill the empty liner, and the thin slab to match the helium in equiva-

lent stopping thickness. 

2. Dewar Support Apparatus 

As depicted by Fig. 4 the.dcwar support system js essentially 

self-explanatory. Features worthy of comment, however; include the 

followin{;: 

l. 
2 Transfer of liquid N was automatically accom-

plished with the aid of lligh-Low level sensing resistors. 

2. Thermocouple readings were recorded sequentially 

by a Leeds and Northrup potentiometer from three locations with-. 

in the dewar. This provided a continuous monitor of temperature 

at the helium window, the phototube seal, and the nitrogen tail. 

3. During the course of the experiment the iiquid 

helium level was.probed from above with a thermal sensitive 'l./10 

watt, 560 Allen-Bradley resistor. The loss rate determined in 

this manner was such that a transfer of helium was typically· 

required every 10 hours • 

. 4. A brief portion of the run involved a study of decay 

asy~metry from sup~rfluid helium. A high-speed mechanical pump 

(Welch Model 1397) ~oupled with small impedance to the throat 

of the helium reservoir was used to effect this condj tion, while 

a Wallace and Tiernan precision dial manometer was used·' tC" tlCmi tor 

helium II temperatures. 
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3. Precession Solenoid 

We sought to locate a uniform precession field over the entire. 

volume of sensitive helium. A solenoid with an end correction layer was 

wound on the outer skin of thP. target dewar as shown in Fig. 5. The axial 

field for this configuration is given by the expression 

with lerigths and angles illustrated in Fig. 6. ·Taking I'·= 21 thi~ should 

provide a field uniform to within 1/2% along the axis for 6 em above and 

6 em below the target midplane. Measurements of field uniformity were 

conducted at room temperature using as magnetic probe a small flip coil of 

4 mm diameter. Figure 6 is a plot of. this center axis measurement showing. 

the. expected uniformity to within ± 1%, a limit imposed by galvanometer de~ 

flection sensitivity. Also of interest in this figure is the extension of 

large magnetic field stren.gth into the region occupied by the phototube. 

This has caused tube gain to drop a factor of 20 from zero field conditions 

as determined by Po-alpha pulse height measurements in helium. Nevertheless, 

sufficient pulse helght was available for mucn-:-stop counter opP.ra tion. 

A more realistic check of field homogeneity was made with the 

target tail and nitrogen tail properly positioned within the solenoid wall. 

This sh~uld not differ from corresponding ~easurements in Fig. ~ unless 

magnetic !"aterials were introduced with the helium tai 1. Figure 7 shows 

the field· pattern recorded within the target tail both on and off the axis. 

As suspected, large nonuni formi ty appeared in the nej.ghborhood of the 

sapphire window seal (Kovar metal). By adjusting the vertical position of. 
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the lead collimator in front of the dewar we attempted to confine muons 

to the region ~f uniformity (again ~ 1%) defined in Fig. 7. This precau-

tion has.had the added advantage of preventing muons from stopping in the 

iow Z oxygen of th~ synthetic ~apph1~e (Al203). 

The preceding test for nonuniformity cannot, of course, be 

considered •n absolute calibration of the precessiQn field. For a measure 

of < n > over the target vrilume and hence the value of w to be used in the 

asymmetry analysis, we must look ahead to the experimental results~ Here 

the large decay asymmetry from u+ mesons stopping in graphite allowed an 

accurate best-fit for frequency. Jn general there was evidence for 

w = (7.760 .-: ~034) radian!1'usec, a value consistent with the calculated 

field strength n = 90.3 gauss. Further comment upon these measurements is· . . z 

given in Section v. 

D. Counter Geometry 

Plastic scintillation counters used to define the muon stop and 

decay electron typically consisted of commercial scintillant viewed across 

a Lucite light. pipe by an RCA-6810A photomultiplier tube. All were of 

square geometry with dimen~ions easily estimated from.Fig. 1. Since we 

are essentially interested in an angular distribution, elect.ron counter 

size plays·a role in the interpretation of experimental asymmetry. This is 

easily appreciated from the following argument: 

Consider, in connection with the diagram below, those muons 

which· decay from target origin, their associated ele.ctrons passing 

through telescope element dx at an angle q> to beam polarizaticm axis z. 
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For these electrons we can expect a precession distribution 

of the !orin 

dN N~ .e -Arrt[l +a cos (wt - rn)] + 8~ dcp - T 

where .a denotes the asymmetry parameter for an ideal geometry, and 

. ' ' N0 and 80 specify amplitude and back~round respectively. In order to 

.account for the finite width of the telescope we:simply integrate this 

expression over the full 2g an~ular spread, neglecting the small effect 

of a finite helium. volume. This results. in the expected distribution form 

(s ti I A ) h th d ff 1 t sins . d h ec on. 11 • w ere e measure coe ic en A = ~ an the p ase 
. . -

angle cp is specified in the diagram above as an average angl~. For our 

geometry counters 5 and 6 define the same solid angle at tha target. 'rhus 

with g = 34.6° the parameter a is modified to the extent that sis"S = 0.94 • 

. In terms of computer calculations this factot.· is automat:l.catly folded out. 

By beginning with the distribution form 

we have· made a number of assumptions concerning the experimental con~itions 

responsible .for the observed (u-e) time spectrum. This matter, whi.le not 

appropriate here, is treated at length in Appendix A. An understanding of 

time interval precaut:l.cms will be assumed. 
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E. Electronics 

Previous studies of u- decay asymmetry have for the most part 

relied upon a fixed gate for tho electron detector. Delayed relative to 

the muon stop pulse this gate was chosen either to sample the sinusoidal 

modulation as a function of precession field or to simply extract asym-

metry from a r~tio of peak-to-valley readings. The digitr6n technique 

used in the present experiment measured time interval by counting the 

number of cycles from a crystal oscillator required to fiil a (u-e) 

controlled timing gate.. In this way a complete time spectrum of the 

process ~vas simultaneously secured, ·including information on beam polar!-

zation axis, precession frequency, and contaminating background both 

random· and time dependent. This Umin~ procedure has a well developed 

history at this laboratory, appearing in studies of the muon lifetime 

in carbon (NYO 9279) and in light isotopes (NYO 9286). 

Circ~it operation will be covered in terms of the following 

classification: 1. Coincidence Circuits, 2. Confusion Elimination 

Circuitry, and 3. Basic Digitron System. 

1. Coincidence Circuits 

The block diagram for time interval circuitry is given by 

Fig. 9. Not shown but formed to the left of input positions u and e 

were the preliminary coincidences: muon (1231) and electron (56). Doth 

were products of tunnel diode circuitry, the first using discriminator 

39 
modules developed by Whetstone and Kounosu followed by a Fanzini-type 

. 40 
coincidence circuit • For the.electron coincidence a ~first and last 

pulse detector", designed by Dr. Arata Suzuki at this laboratory, was used. 
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.. 
As shown in Fig. 8a and Fig. Sb this ·circuit is capable of fivefold 

operation and determines coincidence via a time-to-pulse height conversion. 

2. Confusion Elimination Circuitry 

Figure· 9 shows the u pulse executin~ a number of different 

operations on route as "open" pulse to the input C'f the fast gate circuit. 

Some of these preliminary measures were.puroly precautionary. aimed at 

eliminating ambiguity among the-events recorded. and so will be considered 

here. 

As an initial step only those muons from \he stretched poition 

of the beam were accepted for time interval study. To this end a time 

delay generator was driven by the cyclotron timing pulse. adjusted in 

gate width and delay to overlap the debunched beam. and placed in coinci-

dence with the incoming u- pulse. For the u+ bea·m. down in intensity by a 

factor of. 4. this coincidence was ·removed in favor of .a direct input. 

Satisfying this gating condition (if applied) the muon pulse 

was shaped by a fast discriminator and directed to a deadHme circuit. 

Here a univibrator of 2.3 msec recovery time was triggered. inactivating 

the system to subsequent muons from the same beam pulse. A separate dead 

time circuit passed the e pulse to the exclusion of later (56) activity. 

In this case. however. the univibrator recovered in 8 usee (the maximum 

time interval analyzed). 'lhe delay of 0~4 usee preceding the e circuit 

I permitted a study of "negative timei• activity. 

... 
-, 

A third precautionary step was taken. this to eliminate a 

possible. "second muon" problem. .In ef feet this is present whenever more 

I 
I 
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than one muon per beam pulse comes to .rest in the target. This enhances 

the probability for observing an electron, thereby distorting the time 

spectrum otherwise expected. For this reason we rejected all such events 

with the ai.d of the "disable" gate generator. Inputs to this circuit 

consisted of the muon pulses and a "stop gate" 8 usee wide, generated by the 

first muon into the pulse forming circuit. A coincidence formed at the 

input stage of the "disable" circuit led to the generation of a "disable 

gate" (15 volt negative, 140 usee wide). This in turn served to prevent 

the add -1 pulse from reaching the memory of the analyzer. Circuit diagrams 

of the "disable" gate generator and the pulse forming circuit appear in 

NYO - 9286 and NYO - 9279, respectively. 

3. nasic Digitron System 

The pulse forming circuit, working with the muon input, sent 

a univibrator signal as "open" pulse to the fast gate circuit. This 

Ltnivibrator in turn triggered a second univi.brator, with a 8 usee recovery 

period, the trailing edge of which served both to generate an artificial 

"close" pulse and to activate the memory unit of the analyzer. The arti

ficial pulse, coming 8 usee after the muon pulse, defined the maximum 

(u-e) interval; the signal activating the analyzer memory started the 

2 Me advance of the internal adress scalet. Completing this pulse forming 

operation the output of the e dead time circuit was shaped on a univibrator 

and directed as "close pulse" to the fast gate circuit. 

The fast gate circuit, a copy of the Hewlett-Packard (Model 5275A) 

Time Interval Counter, is shown together with the mixer circuit in Fig. 10. 
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The "open" and "close" pulse defined a gate generated by a fast flip-flop. 

This was coupled with the signal from a free running 20 Me/sec oscillator 

to form the inputs to a fast coincidence circuit. The output, a gated 

train of 20 Me/sec pulses, entered the mixer section of the circuit ahead 

.of ·a 2 Me/sec train of pulses produced by the analyzer and ~haped on a 

fast discriminator. The mixed train of pulses was ·then sent to a fast 

scaler in loop with the pulse height analyzer. The scaler was a Hewlett

Packard 100 1\lc/sec Decade counter, mod :I. fied to give an output every 200 

counts. A detailed description of this scaler and the fast gate circuit 

for the 100 Me condition is given by Filippas, CIT Thesis, Nov. 63 

(unpulished). The overflow pulse from the fast scaler was directed to the 

scaler of the analyzer halting its 2 1\!c/sec advance which had begun with 

the "start 2 Me" pulse·. Barring a "disable" gate, a count was then adped 

to the "stop" channel. The order is thus established: ·a particular (u-e) 

event passes N 20 Me/sec pulses to the mixer circuit on route to the fast 

scale of .200. A complement of (200-N) 2 Me/sec pulses then travels the 

"digit ron loop", accounting for the addition of a count in channel (200-N). 

1he following tests were periodically made upon thi~ system:· 

1. 1·he 20 !'lie/sec osc~ llator was checked for fr.equency drift. No shift 

exceeded 4 parts per 20,000. 

2. A test for linearity proceeded as follows: uncorrelated events we~e 

fed as input pulses to the dlgitron. A high degree of linearity :l.s 

reflected in a vanishing value for slope b of the distribution 

N0 (1 + bn), where N
0 

is the amplitude and n is the channel number • 
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A list of such randoms checks 1s given below: 

6625 
9134 

11119 
29275 

-
-
+ 
-

(X 

.43 

.65 

.10 

.41 

b Channel 
103 ) Interval 

+ .45 153 
+ .37 
+ .36 -+ .19 

Chi 
Square 

i.54 
146 
167 
120 

A small preference·for a negative slope may be in evidence here, but 

its effect upon a decay curve woul~ be negligible. 

F. Experimental Routine 

26 

As menti'oned earlier the experiment involved three different 

target materials • carbon taking two fo.r:ms for purposes of ca Ubration. 

Both the u+ and the u~ beam were used in the study of each. As a 

precaution against slow variations in the system the experiment was 

divided i·nto a .sequence of "runs". each lasting from 4 to 7 hours. 

"Run" U.me was determined either by counting rate or, as in 'the case 

of helium, by a need to replenish the liquid reservoir. The solenoid 

precession field was reversed at the conclusion of each "run", alternating 

from a condition of D (up) to D (down). ThiS procedure divided the data 

naturally for purposes of analysis as the following section.will explain. 

A typical helium "run" saw U~e foliowing pattern of .operation: 

1. Current leads to both the precession solenoid and the compensating 

' coil were reversed and the currents checked for stability at values of 

2.5 amp. and 5.0 amp. respectively • 
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2. The helium reservoir level was prohed for an estimate of available 

running time. Should a transfer of helium be necessary, a 100 liter 

storage dewar (1 week's supply) was brought forward. 

3. Data was accepted and stored in the memory unit of the analyzer. 

Tapes were printed at the conclusion of the run; time zero checked 

for channel position. 

4. A note was made of running time and the following quantities 

scaled: 

a. number of monitor counts 

b. number of muon stops 

c. number of "stretched" muon stops, and 

d. number of (56) events 

Table J gives these figures for an hour's study .of the negative 

muon in each material and the positive muon in graphite. Included 

i.s an estimate taken from the analyzer of the total 8 usee count 

excluding artificial events. 1'his will serve a purpose in Appendix A 

where the influence of random background is considered. 'fable 11 

sections the experiment according to target, beam, precession field, 

and total running time. An outline of this type stresses the attention 

Given to ea.ch topic. Jn particular it shows that 56% of the beam 

.time was devoted to the primary study of negative muon depolarization 

in liquid helium. 

ceding 

Desides the periodic "randoms" test described in the pre

subsection, care was taken to exclude any run for which·a 
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shift in the time z~r~ channel had occurred. Unlike a simple exponential 

for which time-shifted runs may be combined. an exponential with 

sinusoidal modulation requires a fixed specification of time zero. 

Fluctuati9ns when present were found not to esceed l/10 of a channel. 
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IV.. ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Figure 11 clearly incorporates all the features of the time 

distribution function 

Taken from a u+ run with graphite cylinder it qualitatively exhibits · 

in semilog form a large num~er of precession cycles, modulating over 

an 8 usee interval a single exponential of long lifetime. The B
0 

background ievet".is specified by 8 channels of "negative" time at 0.05 

u sec 1 channel, while time zero is defined by a large one or two channel 

buildup of "scatter" events, mostly beam particles which, satisfying 

(1234), promptly scatter into (56). Such was the general form of the 

u+ data. With a characteristic shift to smaller asymmetry and shorter 

lifetime,_the u-. data was found to agree in substance (cf. fig. 12) • 

. Here however we note the possible addition of one or more short-lived 

decay ·components arising from muons which have stopped in the dewar 

walls of copper.and stainless steel. 

Appendix A has been set aside to consider in detail the question 

of the expected distribution shape. Starting from the various proba-

bilities known to control such a process, an overall time spectrum is 

developed and shown to match the above _function. 

_Appendix B then considers the various techniques of least-

squar~s programming which were used to extract from the data the param-

eters of amplitude N
0 

, disappearance rate "'r , asymmetry a, fre

quency <ll , and spin phase ~ • Basically three types of programs . 

were involved in this effort. Briefly described they were programs of 

lifetime, asymmetry, and frequency. 
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In cases where the negative muon decayed from helium and argon, 

and the coefficient A appeared to vanish, a. lifetime program of the 

fonn N
0 

e- ~T t + B
0 

. was run to better estimate the disappearance 

rate x,. • Other applications of this program calibrated the timing 

system in a study of the u+ lifetime. Here as elsewhere in our 

work the background B
0 

was provided by an average over the 11 negati ve11 

time channels. 

B. Asymmetry Program 

The second program opened with a forekno~ledge of the parameters 

~, , w , and B
0 

• A least-squares fit was made for amplitude · N
0 

and asymmetry a while phase ~ , starting from an initial guess, was 

looked for in an iterative process. Where strong u- depolarization 

made this iterative method unfeasible, a fixed value for ~ was 

selected from the·calibration study of graphite. Allasymmetry values 

to be ·given ,in the following section are taken from this analysis •. 

C. Freguency Program 

The third study calibrated the angular frequency:which in 

program {B) had been calculated from the expression w a g e B 
2mu c 

For this our information concerning u+ decays from graphite with its 

pronounced asymmetry was most helpful. A best fit of the data here 

used the value for phase determined in program {B). Amplitude . N 
0 

and asYmmetry a were looked for while the value of w was hunted via 

an iterative loop.· 

The question of time dependent background from short-lived 

11 - -decays in copper and iron is not lightly brushed aside for this 
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experiment, especially for the case of a thin helium sample. Here the 

expected lifetime in helium is 2.20 usee, while in copper T .. 
Cu 

0.16 u sec and in iron TFe m 0.201 usee. For our dewar dimensions 

an estimate of stopping power places only JO% of the muons in helium, 

with 27% and 43% respectively corning to rest in backwall stainless steel 

and copper. Such a stopping distribution is also supported by the data 

in a simple estimate of decay curve amplitudes at time t = o. This 

would indicate that of the decays observed in channel .20 (t = 1.0 usee) 

only 1% result from the high Z walls. Programs were run with this in 

mind. Thus the variation of the asymmetry parameter a for all targets 

was studied as a function of the "initial" channel I5 ·ror a given "end" 

channel I6. In fact all programs whether they be of asymmetry, lifetime, 

or frequency incorporated this method of selectively altering .the data 

interval (I5, I6). Hore will be said on this matter in connection with 

the results of Section V •. 

In all previous gated telescope experiments the reversal of 

precession field has been basic to the formation or a peak-to-valley 

ratio, and hence to the observation of asymmetry. For us, however, 

periodic field reversal amounted merely to a test for consistency, es

pecially where the phase parameter ·~ was concerned. The two types 

of data, namely B(up) a~d B(down), are therefore treated independently 

and the results of analysis so classified • 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Tables III and IV itemize results which for the most part are 

· peripheral to the main question of negative muon decay anisotropy. 

Thus calibration results involving the u+ beam and concerning the 

parameters of angular frequency w and phase angle q> are given in 

Table III, while lifetime values measured for u (helium) and u t 

(argon) are listed in Table IV. Table V then summarizes the asymmetry 

results obtained for u- decay in carbon, liquid argon, and liquid 

helium. 

A. Measurement of Frequency 

As shown in Table (IIIA) the frequency was studied during the 

course of the experiment under various conditions of u+ precession. 

The first four measurements correspond to the usual strong field condi-

tion and average with proper weighting to a value of (7.760 ! .034) 

radians/u sec. This exceeds by little more than 1% the expected value 

of 7.677 radians/u sec as calcuiated for a free muon in a field of 

90.3 gauss. Even better agreement is shown for the reduced 'field 

measurements. When coupled with flip coil evidence for field homoge-

neity this argues for a well defined precession cycle. Here as else-

'hhere in the Tables the data interval analyzed and the computed chi 

square accompany each result. As described in Appendix B this provides 

an estimate of the goodness of fit. 

B. Specification of Phase Angle 

In Section (IIIB) we talked in terms of a 11 backward11 muon beam.• 

Adapted to our experimental technique this should result in the following 
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values for phase: ~ ( u+ ) ~ 90° and ~ ( u- ) = ~ 90°, the 

first corresponding to a downstream orientation of the muon spin and 

the second corres:pmding to an upstream orientation. Implicit in this 

convention is the further choice of sign: w positive for B(up) and 

10 negative for B(down). As it happer.ed, holo~ever, deviations from 

such a pattern were much in evidence. 

For the u+ runs of Table (IIIB) large asymmetry allowed a 

careful inspection of the phase parameter. Despite a change in targets 

and a reduction in the precession·frequency all best fit estimates tend 

to cluster about a value of 39°, fluctuations in either direction cor

responding more or less to one channel of strong field precession. 

While at variance with a longitudinal polarization this .result is not 

considered kinematically improbable. 

Fhase estimates for th~ u- beam are listed in Table V. The 

vanishing asymmetry for u decay in argon and helium restricted this 

analysis to the calibration samples of carbon, and hence to four sepa

rate runs. As recorded the first three of these would specify an im

probable downstream orientation for u- spin while the last run favors 

the expected upstream direction. In terms of the analysis this amotints 

to a discrepancy in sign for ~ , a rather suspicious condition con

sidering that a mistake"· in the sense of precession would send - ~ ..... + cp • 

Indeed the experimental log records an uncertainty as to field direction 

for these particular runs. In the light of such. indirect evidence it 

is felt that field reversal occurred and that in fact upstream polariza

tion was observed for the negative muon. The u data for helium and 

argon is analyzed accordingly. 
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c. ~easurement of Lifetime 
--~-· -------

The u+ mean life T(u+) provides an experimental standard 

of high precision. With this in mind we calibrated our system for 

positive muons which stopped in the argon counter, obtaining a 

value of (2.196 ! .013) usee. This is consistent with the most 

41 
recent value by Lundy (2.203 ! 0.004 usee). The measurement was 

accomplished under a strong field condition for which muonium 

precession was expected. This of course should eliminate any con-

tribution to the lifetime due to asymmetry. 

The u- mean life in arrron has not been previQusly reported. 

Table II records our measurements. The latter value of (0.571 ! 

.004) usee pertains to data combined from runs of zero field, B (up), 

and !3 (down). A!!:ain no contribut:l.on to the lifetime is expected 

because of precessing asymmetry. Th~ value obtained is consistent with 

42 
the low Z lifetime work of Sens, fitting naturally between his 

values for Cl and K. Referred to the Pfimakoff plot our result would 

place somewhat high on the scale of "cAP/< p >.· 

~lean life values for the negative muon in helium also appear 

in Table IV where they are listed according to a sixfold separation 

of the data. In the order given they correspond to the six asymmetry 

results of Table V. WeiGhting these values we obtain a mean .of 

(2.120 ~ .008) usee, a fi~ure far below the expected helium mean 

life of 2.20 tiSec. The difference is att"ributed to the presence of 

low Z, time dependent ~ackground and thus can serve the purpose of· 

estimatinr, the same. 
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We begin by listing the various low Z materials in and about 

the helium target. Essentially there were two, oxygen ( Tu = 1.80 usee) 

and aluminum ( Tu c 0.88 usee). Against 0.6 g/cm2 of helium we es

timate in equivalent helium the following contributions: (1) from 

oxygen- 0.004 g/cm2 (waveshifter-reflector layer); 0.060 g/cm2 (solenoid 

insulation), and (2) from aluminum- 0.011 g/cm2 (line~ wall) •. Al

though shielded by a lead collimator (cf Fig. 7) the sapphire (A~03 ) 

window cannot be overlooked as yet another source of 1ong life, zero 

asynunetry background. As previously noted in Section IV and as shown· 

by Fig. 13 ~representing half the helium data), high Z decays have all 

but disappeared for t ~ 1 usee. This means that only decays from 
. . 

helium, oxygen, and aluminum will persist for longer times. With this 

in mind the helium data was fitted in a least-squares analysis to the 

distribution form, 

where ti is the initial channel of the interval under study (ti > 1 usee), 

and NHe' No, NAl are the amplitudes to be fitted for time ti • This 

was repeated for a number of different ti, each calculation extrapolating · 

amplitudes back to time zero for a relative estimate of the muon stopping 

distribution in He, 0, and Al. The program was surprisingly successful, 

giving consistently the following results: NHe(O) (81 ~ 4)%, 'N0 (0)_ -

(4! 4)%, and NA1(o) - (15! 4)%. This is not at variance with the 

earlier listing of lo"' Z materials if the sapphire window is allowed to 

play a role in stopping muons. At tr5 "' 1.25 usee where the asymmetry 

analysis begins for helium the relative amplitudes have become: 
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Nne - (89 "!: 4)%, N0 - (4 "!: 4)%, and NAl - (7 : 2)%. Rather than cal-

culate the effect of this background upon asymmetry (thus compounding 

estimates), we carried out the carbon calibrations considered below. 

D. u Decay Asymmetry in c12 
He

1
, and A40 

1. Carbon Measurements 

Carbon was included among the targets as a control sample, its 

influence upon u- decay anisotropy well known from calculation and 

experiment alike. Two target types were employed, one a cylinder of 

2 
large stopping power (6,9 g/cm ) providing a condition favorable to 

the observation of asymmetry, the other a thin sheet whose stopping 

. 2 
power (0.6 g/cm ) was matched to that of the helium volume. Table V 

summarizes the results corrected for both telescope geometry and t.he 

energy dependence of (u -e) asymmetry. Weighting runs of opposite 

precession we obtain for the cylinder case an average asymmetry coeffi-

cient of a =-0.052:!: 0,004. Here a reduction factor of 1.105 was.used 

to bring observation (Ee ~ 18 !\leV) in line with the total electron 

energy spectrum, This shows excellent agreement with the calibration 

value of Prepost28 
(-0.055: 0.005), but exceeds in absolute value the 

carbon measurement of Ignatenko43 
(-0.045:!: 0.005). Based on .this 

agreement we conclude that our approach to the problem of u- decay 

asymmetr.y is fundamentally sound. This measurement, matching or ex-

ceeding in magnitude others previously reported, argues as well for a 

high degree of beam polarization. Norma~ly this is taken to be 10~ 

based upon u+ precession evidence, 

Noting the variation of data interval in Table V it might be 

asked: what effect does data interval have upon asymmetry value? 
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This question was put tGall the data in a detailed study of parameter a. 

Fig. 14, an analysis plot of asymmetry versus the initial channel 15 

for fixed final channel I6, gives the answer for the graphite run of 

Fig. 12. Within the errors specified asymmetry is shown to be inde-

pendent of starting channel and, to a lesser extent, of end channel. 

The only exception to this occurs for I5 < 10 where high Z decays con-

taminant the time spectrum and distort the calculation of chi square. 

In an attempt to simulate the helium condition the thin graphite 

target was introduced to the u- tieam, resulting in an average coef-

ficient of a = -0.040 t 0.010. (Here as well as for helium the electron 

energy correction was negligible.) This figure is encouraging even 

though it falls two standard deviations below that of the carbon cylinder~ 

It shows, unfortunately with poor definition, that large asymmetry can 

be observed with a "helium-equivalent" sample of carbon. Actually this 

serves more as a lower limit than a comparison since the carbon arrange-

m.ent lacked the counter sensitivity of the helium volume. How much of 

a lower limit remains uncertain, however, a chP-ck on decay background 

showing a low z stopping distribution subject to wide interpretation: 

2. Helium Measurements 

Results for liquid helium appear in Table V in the form of six 

independent measurements, each corresponding to a grouping of seven 

"runs". Without exception they specify decay asymmetry consistent with 

strong, if not total, depolarization of the negative muon. Combining 

these measurements we obtain for the mean and its standard .error the 

f 11 i a +0 001 t 0 004 No allowance has been made.here for 0 OW ng: = • • • 
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the possible suppression of asymmetry due to a time dependent background. 

On the basis of the low Z amplitude study previously discussed this 

should not alter the above value beyond its statistical limit. Despite 

this systematic effect, however, the conclusion holds firm: the u -meson 

in liquid helium is subject to strong depolarization, exceeding that 

reported for all o.ther materials with zero nuclear magnetic moment. 1'his 

28 
tends to confirm the preliminary measurement of Prepost (-0.024 + 

0.018), and shows in fact a preference for a lower assignment. 

In Section II we briefly described the principal mechanisms 

involved in the depolarization of the negative muon. For materials of 

zero nuclear spin these include: (1) atomic capture, (2) fino structure 

influence in cascade, and (3) possibly muon-electron hyperfine coupling 

31 30 
Calculations by Mann and Rose, and Dzhrbashyan at the K level. 

have shown that (l) and (2) alone are sufficient to account for previous 

.experimental evidence, typical of which is carbon with a~ -0.05. 

Hyperfine effect (3) would cut the asymmetry estimate yet another factor 

of two and so is considered inoperative due to a net ·compensation of 

the magnetic moment of the electron shell. Our result for liquid helium 

requires of course a closer look at such additional mechanisms. 

In helium where atomic capture and a subsequent Auger transition 

account for the ejection of both electrons the question of a muon-shell 

electron interaction should not apply. 
28 (A search at the electron's 

precession frequency has been made which tends to support this contention.) 

Energetically unable to avail itself of a neighbor's electron, the ionic 

system (He u-)+ will remain metast~ble with a lifetime characteristic 

of the muon. For such a free ionic state depolarization is not expected 
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to exceed the limit set by mechanisms (1) and (2) previously considered. 

For the stable complex ion (He u-)+ He, however, the process of molecu-

lar formation or recombination will lead to the rotational influence 

of excited molecular states. Depending on the lifetime of such excita-

tions this mechanism could lead to substantial depolarization, or none 

at all. 
44 Hughes, . in a study .of this system, has noted a short therma-

lization time. This would favor the latter possibility and thus 

eliminate the molecular system (He u_)+ ne as a source of additional 

depolarization. 

Actua ll~f exp'erimenta 1 evidence would tend to favor a more com-

plex ionic stru6~ure in liquid helium. Studies of ionic mobility in 

the liquid have iead Atkin45 and independently Careri et a1.
46 

to pro-

pose the formation of large clusters He+ where n- 50. In these studies 
n 

the ions resulted from ~.-particle ionization of the liquid. In our 

n - + case the analogous cluster would be ( e u ) ne • n 
What this means in 

terms of recombination and subsequent thermalization time is not known. 

One possibility is that such a cluster will form over a period spanning 

the muon lifetime, thereby accounting for strong molecular depolariza-

tion. Lacking a.quantitative estimate of this system, however, little 

more can be·said on this matter. 

Toward the end of the helium run we devoted a short time to 

the study of muon depolarization in liquid helium II, this in the simple 

hope of finding a helium phase for which muon polarization is large. 

The final helium result of Table V provides the answer, showing for 

asymmetry, a = 0.000: 0.009 in complete agreement with the first five 

results from normal helium. For this worlc the counter operated at 
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1.5°K. This study was prompted by an earlier observation of phase-

47 
dependent pulse height phenomena. There it was found under a condi-

tion of high resolution (9% FWHM) that a sudden drop in Po-alpha pulse 

height occurred at the /,.-point. As shown in Fig. 15 this effect is 

quite pronounced, continuing with excellent definition to our present 

0 limit of 1.35 K. An attempt to relate this to the sudden rise in ionic 

48 
mobility observed below the /,.-point has been made. For muon de-

p_olarization, however, no connection was anticipated. 

3. Argon Measurements 

Fig. 16 displays a typical precession curve taken with liquid 

argon. Corrected results based upon three such studies are given in 

Table V, each corresponding to a different field condition. Combining 

values for D (up) and B (down) we obtain an average asymmetry of 

a-- -0.005 + 0.006. This·is consistent with the B (zero) nu~l result, 

a = -0.006 + 0.013, which also appear's in the Table. For these runs 

conditions favored a sensitive test of (u-e) asymmetry, with large 

2 
stopping power (6.6 g/cm ) available for argon counter operation and 

the analysis carried out over 1.3 precession cycles. 

Once again it seems we are faced with a total depolarization 

of the u -meson in a substance with zero spin nuclei. To what extent 

this can be attributed to the noble liquid structure is not known. 

Possible interpretation would appear to depend upon either the electron 

hyperfine argument or the case for ionic·molecular structure. In the 

first instance the closed outer subshell of the argon atom, disrupted 

by Auger transitions, takes on an effective magnetic moment. Barring 

a compensation of this moment by the neighboring argon atoms, the 
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resulting hyperfine structure for the K orbit muon could provide an 

additional depolarization of 59% under our muon precession condition. 

In itself this would not account for the total depolarization observed. 

43 In fact according to a classification of target materials by Ign~tenko 

this influence is not even expected for argon. 

The mole·cular mechanism, if anything, is more uncertain than 

the hyperfine influence. For simplicity we shail cons~der the clorine-

like ion (Au-)+. Granting this system metastable status on the basis 

of an ionization a~gument, the question then becomes one of formation 

( - + and stability for the molecular structure A u ) A. Should it readily 

form, ·the argument for rotational level depolarization of the muon 

comes into play. Sidestepping the matter of thermalization time which 

might be e~pected to quench this mechanism altogether, it soon becomes 

evident that the associated magnetic fields (approximately 2 gauss per 

rotational quantum number) are much too small to be of any cons~quence. 

On this perplexing note we have exhausted the nor.mal channels· 

of depolarization open to the muon at a spin zero site. Where the 

answer to strong depolarization lies we cannot say. If f~rther work is 

to be done there should be some attention directed to the class of 

noble liquids. In· ·particular the question of molecular depolarization 

must be tested experimentally in terms of an applied "quenching" field. 
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TABLE I., - Hourly RatcG for Scalers 

Beam (Target) r1onitor Stopr;; 
(12) (123 t~) 

X106 Xl06 

- (Holiun) 5.30 O.h9 IJ. 

- (Argon) s .. ss 0.90 1-t 

- (Graphite) 
1-J: Cylinder S.6o 1.03 

- (Graphite) S .. hS o.su ~t Sheet 

+ (Graphite) Oo93 0.16 IJ. Cylinder 

h3 

and Analy~er 

Stretched Telescope Analyzer 
StO};lS .(56) Count 

S(l23G ) 

Xlo6 X106 · 

0.27 0.28 ssso 

Oo62 0 .. 19 10300 

o. 72 0.26 20}00 

o.Sl 0.18 ·9300 

0.19 8bSO 
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TABLE II. - Beam Time per Target 

Beam (Target) 
Precession 

Field 

- (Helium) (up) ~ B 
B (down) 

~- (Argon B (zero) 
B (up) 
B (down) 

- (Graphite) B (up) ~ Cylinder B (dmm) 

- (Graphite) B (down) 1..1: Sheet 

+ (Helium) B (up) ~ 
B (down) 

·+ (Argon) (up) ·IJ. B 

+ (Graphite) B (up) ~· Cylinder 
1/2 B (up) 

B (down) 
1/2 B (down) 

+ (Graphite)· B (up) 1..1: Sheet B (down) 

uu 

Total.Running 
Time 

(Hours) 

·90 
118 

6 
7 
6 

u 
6 

28 

22 
31 

13 

13 
3 
5 
5 

10 
u 
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TABLE III. -
+ 

J.l. Precession Parameters: 

.A. Frequency 

·Precession Data Chi {.,) 

Field Interval Square Radians 
(I$, I6) P~?.r 1.1 sec 

(Graphite Target) 

B (up) . 5,60 60 . 7. 726 +.OLl 
51 7.819 :£ .060 

B (down) 61 7 o 775 + oOJ7. 
6J; 1 o 761 :£ .osu 

1/2 B (up) 5,100 98 3.871 + oO)O 
1/2 B (down) 93 3 .Blu :£ .oJo 

Do Phase and As~~etrl 

Precession · Data Chi Phase q> 
· Field Interval Square (Degrees) 

(IS, I6) 

· (Graphite Target) 

B (up) 2,60 61 17! s 
B (down)- 67 57! h 

1/2 ·B (up) 2,100 lOS 29! h 

. 1/2 B (down) ·3,100 93 U7! 3. 

(Helium Target). 

B {up) u, l!O .32 L8 + 7 

B (down) b2 .. 36! 6 

45 

l.Jo 
(Calculated) 

7.677 

).8)9 

Asymmetry 
a 

OolS! .oOl· 

Ool6 + .01 

0.18 + .01 

o.l7! .ol 

Oo08 + •01 

o.08·+ .;01 
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TABLE rJ. - Lifetime Results 

Precession Data 
Field Interval 

(I5, I6) 

""--(Helium) 

B(up) 35,150 

B(down) 

..u.-(Argon) 

B(Zero) 8,30 

B(Mixed) 

+ 
,U, (Argon) 

B(up) 10,150 

chi · Mean Life· .Amplitude 
Square "l" (~sec) N(I5) 

119 2.115 + .015 - . 1375 
124 2.097 ± .015 1411 
130 2ol50 ± o016 1457 

118 2.100 ± .013 1950 
120 2ol23 ± o014 1700 
105 2.155 .! .019 ·748 

21 Oo566 ± .008 1688 

14 0~571 .! .004 6361· 
... 

148 2.196 .± .013 1429 
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TABLE V. ·- - Decay Asymmetry Results l.l. 

Precession Data Chi Asynunetry Amplitude: Phase 
Field Interval Square a N ~ 

(I5,I6) 
0 

(Graphite Cylinder) 

B (up) . 10,60 38 -.053 .:!:. .006 2316 89 .:!:. 6° 

B (doWn) 11,60 44 - .. 051 .:!:. ... 006 2937 155 ~ 6° • 

(Graphite Sheet) 

B (up) 21, ho 23 - .. o3a + .ol4 1578 . 72· + 22° 
:- \ -

B (down) 25, 4o 14 -.. ow. ! .. ol4 1863 -82 .:!:. 2L0 

(Liquid Helium) 

B (up) 25,75 74 - .. oo4 + .. oo9 3o2u 
65 +.009. + .008 311).1 
61 +.014 !: .oo7 3260 

B (down) 5h - .. oo7 + .. oo6 L.300 
66 -.,001 + .007 3770 
45 .ooo ~ .,009 1662 

(Liquid Argon) 

· B (Zero) 8,30 20 -.006 + .013 3135 
. -

·B (up) 14 +.,003 ! .,009 4475 

. B (down) 13 -.012 + .,008 4266 

.. 
I 
I 
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VIII APPENDIX A. Expected Form of the Time Distribution Function 

Aside from the earlier attention given in Section (III D.) to 

tpe geometrical factor si; ~ and to the average phase ~ little has 

been said to support the overall form of the time distribution function 

used in the analysis. With this·appendix we hope to give· th~ matter a 

full hearing, demonstrating under the experj~ental conditions of spin 

precession, electron detection efficiency, and random background that 

the form 

-~ t -N0 (t) = N0 e T [1 +A cos (wt - ~)) + 80 
(Ai) 

is indeed to be expected, this in agreement with the spacial distribution 

1 +A cos.9 of Section II. 
eu 

To begin we direct attention to the fact that the distribution 

is controlled by the total disappearance rate AT • This is a result 

common to all two mode processes, following in the present case from 

·the probability for muon decay at time t in interval dt, namely, 

dND 

NT 
- A dt D 

(A2) 

where N.r is the muon population at time t and AD is the. rate of decay. 

With NT· entering this expression in a linear fashion, At becomes the 

controlling rate. 

It should be evident that the cosine argument wt - ~ appear-

ing in N0(t) ·is equivalent to the argument 9 • This follows by . 
eu 

definition since.wt - ~ describes the instantaneous angle between spin 

orientation and the electron momentum vector. The larger matter of 

justifying the overall shape of a modulated exponential plus a constant 

background is not so easily disposed of, however, requiring instead an 
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examination of the various elements rlhich go to make up the prob

ability of observing an event at time 1, over interval dt o Such 

so 

an event can either he a decay electron, correlated as expected to a 

gate initiating muon, or a random count comine from somewbere out

side the target volume. We w:i.sh to consider in turn the probability 

for each alternativeo Combined and simplified they lead to the form 

for N
0
(t) previously assumed. 

1. Decay Event 

The probability that a decay electron will satisfy the counter 

telescope at time t over time element dt is given as a product of three 

probabilities, 

. (10) 

Here the exponentials represent in the order of their appearance the 

probability that the muon has not disappeared before time t and the 

·probability that a random event has not triggered the 11 e 11 dead time 

circuit sometime over the interval T(8 usee ) preceding time t • 

The rate Xa .introduced by the latter probability is, the random back

ground rate. The third factor present gives the probability of observin·g 

a decay electron at time t in interval dt • The detection efficiency 

for telescope (56), her~ time dependent because of a precessing decay 

anisotropy, is given by the expression 

E(t) ~ E
0

[1 +A cos (wt - ~)] (.A4) 

where E
0 

is a measure of the average efficiency. Thus given a relatively 

small background rate Xa we have accounted· for the modulated exponential 

of the decay distribution. 
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2. Random Event 

Here we show that for all practical purposes the probability 

for observing a random event at time t over interval dt is the same 

for all t o Again the demonstration involves a product of three 

probabilities: (1) the probability that no random event preceded time 

t by less than 8~-J.sec, (2) the probability that the interval dt will 

see a random event, and (J) the probability that no decay cotmt has 

occurred before time t o In the order presented they combine to form 

. t 

dPR(t) = e->..nT~ >..ndt • [1- J dPe(t)] 
0 

(AS) 

where in unabridged form the decay count probability integrates to 

t . E }.· e ->..RT J dPe(t) = o D [1 - e->..Tt] + 
0 ~ 

->..nT 
E

0
>..0Ae 

cos~ [e->..,.t(~ wt + w ·sin wt) - ~] 
~ 2 

cos + 
+ w 

Eo}.DAe ->..RT 
sin·~ [e->..,.t(~ sin + w] 

(A6) 

~ 2 
wt - w cos wt) 

+ w 
The appearance of sinusoidal functions in the last tvm terms of this 

expression is a matter of small concern •. Both are down by at least an 

order of magnitude from the value of the first term, even .for the case 

of large asymmetry. In turn the total expression (AS) is considered 

small when. compared to the decay count probability (AJ). This follows 

since the latter comparison is controlled by the rate ratio "n 1>..
0 

o 

Even if >..n is overestimated in tenns of the maximum ''telescope count•i 

from Table I, the ratio does not exceed a value of 1.6 x 10-4• With 

the random probability small, its time dependence loses significanceo 

Therefore the linear combination of decay count and random count 
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probabilities will correspond to the expected distribution, the first 

providing a sinusoidal modulation for the decay curve and the second 

a "constant" backgroundo 
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APPEl'JDIX B. Least-Squares Calculations. 

As described in Section IV the method of least-squares saw 

three different applications in connection with this experiment• 

Classified according to the parameter of interest as programs of life-

time, asymmetry, or frequency, each begins with the fonnation ofthe 

positive-definite·expression 

2 2 
'i' = E(F - y 1] I o1 

1 
(Bl) 

Here F is the parameter-dependent function under study, y 1 the data 

to be fitted, and a1 the statistical deviation of y
1 

, Poisson-valued. 
. l 

at o1 = y 1 for our calculations. With a form for function F which. is 

linear in the unknown parameters, the expressfon 'f is minimized in a 

standard procedure and the 11best-fit 11 values of the parameters obtained. 

For the simple function 

F = N0e-~t + B~ (B2) 

where background B0 is kno~m, linearization in the total rate ~ is 

achieved in· a familiar way. For the precession function 

F = N
0
e-Art[1 +A cos (wt - ~>] + B

0 
(BJ) 

on the other hand lineariz.ation can take several fonns: 

1. When a knowledge·of the angle cp is sought together with the asymmetry 

coefficient A, the cos~ne expression in (BJ) can be expanded·and sim-

plified using the substitution 

-
cp + f9o + 6 (Bu) 

Here q>0 is an initial estimate of the phase taken from a plot of the data, 

and 6 is a small adjustment to this value. Thus with the help of the 

approximations sin 6'"'6 and cos 6'"'1 , (BJ) becomes 
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Setting R =No, S = N0 A, and T = N0 A6we.have an expression linear in 

the parameters R , S , and T • 

2. If instead the frequency w is uncertain and the phase angle ~ 

well known, the analogous substitution 

w=wo+Y (B6) 

can be madeo This time y is the small correction and the expansion be-

comes 

-cos (wt- ~)=cos yt cos (w0t-~)- sin yt sin (w
0

t -·~) (B7) 

For linearization the condition yt « 1 must be met oyer the time interval 

analyzed. Within the first 3 usee this is fairly well satisfied for the 

strong precession field usedo Granting this, then 

. 1-t . . L t - - L t 
F = Re •vr + S cos (w0t-~)e -·vr - 1· sin (w0 t-~) t e "'I' + 8

0 
(BB) 

where R = N
0 

, s ~ N
0

A , and T = N0 Ayo It should be noted that the 

asymmetry parameter A will also be given by this procedureo The dis- · 

appearance rate ~ , however, remains the object of a separate lifetime 

detennination. 

Returning to the linearized form· (B5) we continue to detail the 

steps of the asymmetry calculationo Constructing the expression V with 

the help of (B5) and minimizing with respect to parameters R , s , and 

T, we obtain 

M . - L t . - L t - Lt . ] - L t 2 
OR = 0 = f(Re "'I' + Se ':'T cos(wt-~0 ) + Te "T sin (wt-~0 ) + B0 -y i e '"I 1 a i 

~- 0 = E(Re-~t cos(wt-~ ) + Se-~t cos2(wt-~0 ) + as - i o 

Te-~'t sin(wt-~0 ) cos(wt-~0 ) + (B
0
-yi) cos(wt-~0 )]e-ATtl a~ 

~ = 0 = f(Re-~t sin(wt-~0 ) + Se-~t cos(wt-~0 ) sin(wt-~0 ) + 

-Lt 2 . Lt 2 
Te ·~ sin (wt-~0 ) + (8

0
-yi) sin(wt-~0 )]e-·• I ai 

Solving for R , s , and T with a standard inversion, 

(B9) 

(BlO) 

(Bll) 
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where the determinant 

and the quantities o1j and k
1 

are the elements from (89) 1 (810) 1 and 

( Bll). In particular 1 

011 = F e-2~tl a~ 

0i_2 = 021 
E e -2A.rt cos(wt-q> ) I 

2 = ai 
i 0 

.. -2~t 2 
0 13 = 0 = E e sin( wt-cp

0
) I ai 31 i 

. -2~t 2 2 
0 22 = E e · cos ( wt -cp

0 
) I ai 

i 
-2~t cos(wt-cp

0
) I 

2 
0 = 0 = E e sin(wt-~ ) ai 23 32 i 0 

-2>vrt 2 2 
0 33 = E e sin (wt-cp0 ) I ai 

i 

kl = -~t 2 
Fe (yi-Bo)lai 

k2 
-A.rt (yi-Bo) cos( wt-cp

0
) I 

2' 
= E e a:l 

i 

-A.rt (yi-B
0

) sin(wt-cp0 ) I 
2 'k = Ee ai 3 'i 

It follows from an earlier definition that parameters N = R1 
0 

A = SIR 1 and 6 = 1'/S. With this we obtain cp = cp + 6 • thus completing 
0 

the basic calculation cycle. Actually the analysis is repeated (on the 

average three times) • .each step improving on the_ preceding with the 

substitution cp + 6 ~ cp
0

• This iterative procedure ends only when 
0· 

-4 becomes less than 10 • 

The final values for the minimizing parameters N 1 A1 and 
0 

cp are used to compute the chi square function 
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Valid for a Poisson distribution of the data this provides a quantitative 

estimate of the goodness of fit. Here the difference Fi-yi should be 

little more than the statistical deviation from yi. 2 
As such, X can 

be compared to the number of independent classiciations for the data 

(here essentially the number of channels analyzed, n = 16-15). 

This comparison therefore has been made a standard supplement 

to the results given in the Tables. Fluctuations from the number of 

independent classifications should follow those of a normal distribution. 

The error which accompanies each result represents one standard 

deviation. For the asymmetry parameter A this is given by the calculation 

. 47 
where the channel variables ai are taken to be completely uncorrelated •. 

A similar expression holds for the other paramP.ters. 
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